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Mobile phones and other devices with embedded sensors are becoming increasingly
ubiquitous. Audio and motion sensor data may be able to detect information that we did not think
possible. Some researchers have created models that can predict computer keyboard typing from
a nearby mobile device; however, certain limitations to their experiment setup and methods
compelled us to be skeptical of the models’ realistic prediction capability. We investigate the
possibility of understanding natural keyboard typing from mobile phones by performing a welldesigned data collection experiment that encourages natural typing and interactions. This data
collection helps capture realistic vulnerabilities of the security of typed data.
This thesis presents an implementation and analysis of a data collection experiment from
twenty participants that systematically controls for keyboard type, ambient audio noise, and table
position while collecting sensor data from eight mobile phones. We found these variables to be
the most important to control because they may greatly affect result capabilities. Additionally,
we allow participants to type and interact normally, so we can generalize our model to realistic
scenarios. We use multimodal convolutional neural networks to show that mobile phones have
some capability at predicting natural keyboard typing in various evaluation scenarios.
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CHAPTER 1
MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW
As the Internet of Things increasingly becomes reality, devices with active embedded
sensors surround us more and more. These devices may be able to gather information that we did
not think possible. This thesis examines the realistic possibility of one or multiple phones
detecting natural computer keyboard typing. In this study, we investigate how existing mobile
phone sensors can detect what users are typing on a nearby keyboard. Our goal is to determine
how feasible this type of analysis is in a realistic scenario.
A main objective of the study is to create a dataset of sensor data streams collected from
mobile phone sensors (such as microphones, accelerometers, and gyroscopes) while participants
interact naturally with a computer keyboard. In our data collection, we log keystrokes typed into
a computer as a ground truth for analysis and systematically control for variables such as
keyboard type, device and seating position, and room noise. We use an array of phones on the
table to see how sensor data from multiple devices can be combined to improve prediction
capabilities. This data collection aims at generating natural typing data for predicting keystrokes
from motion and audio sensor data for various controlled variables.
Existing research has evaluated certain typing related metrics using a nearby mobile
device’s sensors. However, most of the typing data was unnatural or the sensors were very high
quality compared to mobile devices. Multiple papers have cited research gathering typing data
with constraints on how the user types, such as limiting the typing speed, but in practice, people
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type with much variability and some keystrokes occur very close together. In prior research, the
content of the typing data consisted of predetermined sentences. Copying sentences is different
than how people normally type. In our Feasibility Study (discussed in CHAPTER 3), we tested
how possible it is to understand typing data using mobile phones by having typists copy
pangrams; however, we found that people type with an uneven character distribution across
words, use punctuation, use capitalization, and type at varying speeds when gathering thoughts
on what to type. Since the Feasibility Study and related works proved unrealistic, we formed a
larger study to include natural typing, where participants decide how fast and what they want to
type related to specified questions and topics. We then compare various model inputs and
training scenarios to evaluate different variables.
To evaluate this research topic, we combine the data of an array of phones gathering
information on the typist as if they are running the same application and sending the data to an
external server for analysis. We analyze audio, motion, and a combination of audio and motion
using a variety of signal processing and machine learning algorithms, including MFCCs and
convolutions on raw signals. Although accuracy is not our primary metric, we show accuracy for
comparison against related works. During evaluation, we never train and test on data from the
same typist to avoid generating user specific models. Using a general training method, we
achieve 25.7% accuracy using multimodal convolutional neural networks, 15.8% accuracy using
only motion data, and only 2.8% accuracy from baseline results using Random Forests. The
results can be increased up to 29.0% by training a keyboard-specific model, which learns unique
characteristics of a certain keyboard.
We investigate the realistic threat-level of a mobile phone understanding keyboard typing
by performing various evaluation scenarios. These evaluations can inform the development of
2

security measures that could mitigate risk. We show that knowing what keyboard type the user is
using may help the model understand more keyboard typing, but that certain keyboard types may
make it harder for the model to understand keystrokes. We also show that the model may not be
dependent on seating or device position if it is trained in multiple positions. However, whenever
the model trains on a specific variable, it is trained on 50-75% less data for each training fold,
which may affect results. Overall, we use multimodal convolutional neural networks to show that
mobile phones have some capability at predicting natural keyboard typing in various evaluation
scenarios.
1.1 Thesis Contributions
This thesis includes a number of elements to achieve the desired analyses and results.
Although this is my Master’s thesis, the research efforts have been largely collaborative. The list
below includes core contributions to this research thesis as well as other items that have
contributed to ongoing research:
•

Development of an iOS application used for the human subjects data collection that
collects and manages sensor data including motion, audio, and video, as discussed in
CHAPTER 4. [Main Contributor: Travis Siems]

•

Development of a Mac OS application used for the human subjects data collection
that collects and manages keystrokes, audio, and video, as discussed in CHAPTER 4.
[Main Contributor: Erik Gabrielsen, Collaborators: Travis Siems (15%), Ian
Johnson]

•

Feasibility Study, as discussed in CHAPTER 3 [Main Contributors: Travis Siems,
Erik Gabrielsen]
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•

Human subjects study investigating natural keyboard typing and behavior, as
discussed in CHAPTER 4. [Main Contributor: Travis Siems, Collaborators: Erik
Gabrielsen, Elena Sharp, Vianka Barbosa, Ian Johnson, Kristofor Horst, Tyler
Giallanza]

•

Typing data statistics, as discussed in CHAPTER 4. [Main Contributors: Tyler
Giallanza, Elena Sharp, Collaborators: Travis Siems (20%)]

•

Sensor data analysis and machine learning development, as discussed in CHAPTER
5. [Main Contributor: Travis Siems, Collaborators: Erik Gabrielsen, Ian Johnson,
Tyler Giallanza]
o First investigation using convolutional neural networks on keyboard typing
o First investigation using natural keyboard typing with significant noise
o First investigation with multimodal sensor combination for keyboard analysis

•

Evaluation encompassing different training methods, as discussed in CHAPTER 5.
[Main Contributor: Travis Siems, Collaborator: Erik Gabrielsen]
o Evaluated importance of keyboard style (e.g. capacitive keyboard versus
mechanical keyboard)
o Evaluated importance of sensor and seating positions
o Evaluated training per typist cluster
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORKS
Many researchers have investigated topics related to sensor data analysis and keystroke
detection, but there are differences and limitations to how we execute our study. We use natural
typing techniques and significant audio noise in data collection, commodity sensors embedded in
mobile devices, convolutional neural networks, and realistic evaluation techniques in analysis.
Our experiment setup and analysis methods are designed to overcome the limitations present in
related works.
2.1

Surveys
Simon performed a survey of contextual sensing techniques that utilize characteristics

unique to smartphones [1]. Simon identified four main sensing vectors unique to smartphones:
Sensors and Peripherals, Form Factor, Personalization, and Development Pace. Essentially, the
smartphone is a fast growing, ubiquitous technology with many embedded sensors that all
contribute to mobile sensing capabilities. Analyzing sensor data has been used for authentication
purposes. For example, sensor data has been used for gait recognition by [2], continuous
authentication by measuring how users move and hold their device by [3], and Two-Factor
Authentication using the microphone to verify the proximity to the computer using ambient noise
recognition [4] or using the accelerometer and gyroscope to detect a patterned user movement as
proof of liveliness [5].
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Nahapetian performed a survey of a variety of mobile and wearable sensing applications
[6]. These methods attempted to sense information such as keystroke entries, mobile device
movements, and other contextual information such as conversations. He identified multiple
categories of sensors used in this kind of data gathering including audio, motion, video, location,
environmental, and biometric sensors. Motion and audio have been the primary sensors used in
previous research. Most machine learning approaches performing keystroke classification use
supervised learning, which requires a labeled dataset. Nahapetian notes the difference between
sensing key events and classifying keystrokes. These are two different classification problems
where segmentation (sensing whether a keystroke occurred) feeds into the classification
(differentiating one character from another). In this thesis, we evaluate these two tasks in a
supervised learning environment.
2.2

Audio Based Keystroke Identification
Many researchers have investigated the use of audio sensors to perform keystroke

recognition. Zhuang et al. was able to achieve 80-90% accuracy on typed word recognition using
a language model and frequency transform features such as cepstral coefficients [7]. Similar
results using audio analysis from studio quality microphones in a sound proof environment were
achieved by Kelly et al. [8]. Both the works of Zhuang and Kelly used a basic amplitude
threshold for keystroke finding, but the presence of background noise would cause many errors.
Kelly used a mechanical keyboard, and Zhuang primarily used a mechanical keyboard but also
compared results between three different keyboard models. Roth et al. demonstrated how
keystroke sounds and typing style can be used for continuous authentication [9]. Although there
is much research on audio keystroke recognition, no researchers have achieved generalized
results by systematically varying keyboard type and ambient noise for a large number of
6

participants to generate natural typing data. These papers are limited in that they assume there is
limited background noise, keys are separated by more than 100ms, and that participants type
predetermined phrases equivalently to how they type naturally. Our data collection sets up
natural typing techniques, includes talking, keyboard, and phone position variation so our
machine learning algorithms can be more robust. Newer keyboards have a sound dampening
stock that reduces vibrations, making it harder to distinguish between keystrokes, so we evaluate
how well the model works with varying keyboards. Additionally, we take advantage of the
motion data collected by the phones on the table to segment and classify keystrokes.
2.3

Motion Based Keystroke Identification
Predicting keystrokes using only motion data is popular due to the lack of security around

access to motion sensor data. Users do not need to give permission for applications and websites
to access motion sensor data whereas they do for audio. Marquardt et al. used accelerometers
from mobile phones to detect keystrokes on a nearby keyboard and used a language model to
correct some words [10]. His language model utilized left-right and near-far relationships
between keys to exploit some characteristics of the English language related to key location.
Raw keystroke detection achieved an accuracy of only about 25%, but the addition of a language
model boosted results significantly. He achieved up to 40% accuracy using a small dictionary
based on expected words from a journalist writing an article. It is unclear if these techniques can
be used for a generalized model across many users, keyboard types, and device location and
orientation. The data collection consisted of users typing predetermined sentences at a limited
typing rate, which is an unnatural typing situation. In this thesis, we investigate if these results
can be improved with more than one phone. Like audio, no researchers have achieved results by
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systematically varying keyboard type and ambient noise for a large number of participants to
generate natural typing data.
2.4

Speech Identification from Motion Data
Multiple researchers have investigated the possibility of using non-acoustic sensors to

perform speech recognition. Although this study is not focused on speech recognition, the
methods used by other researchers can be repurposed for keyboard typing identification.
Michalevsky et al. showed how gyroscopes on smart phones are sensitive to acoustic signals and
can be upsampled by combining signals from nearby phones to increase accuracy in speech
detection [11]. They achieved success in a number of tasks including gender identification (~8085% accuracy) and isolated word recognition (~20% accuracy for a generalized model and 65%
for a personalized model). After further examination of his experiment, and attempting to
recreate it ourselves, we believe that the phone was not necessarily picking up the audio itself,
but rather an artifact of it: namely, the table vibrating or the phone vibrating on the table. During
their experiments, the speakers and subwoofer that play the recordings remain on the same table
the phone is on, which allows for a stronger transfer of vibrations from the speakers through the
table to the phone. This is an unrealistic scenario for speech recognition. However, we can
exploit this physical property in our experiment because we assume that the computer is on the
same table as the sensing devices. In spite of these limitations, this paper inspired us to combine
motion signals from multiple devices in order to increase the effective sample rate and to analyze
the motion data more creatively.
Han et al. also demonstrated the feasibility of combining multiple signals from nonacoustic sensors to create a higher effective sample rate signal for speech reconstruction [12].
The devices used were not mobile phones, but instead were higher sampling rate sensors that
8

sampled on the order of 1 KHz. They showed that 8 KHz speech could be reconstructed by using
Time Interleaved motion data from multiple devices sampling at 1 KHz. It remains unclear
whether these results can be expanded to signals with significantly lower sampling rates (such as
100 Hz), but we utilize a similar smart-interleaving process to test the effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 3
FEASIBILITY STUDY
We performed a pilot study to evaluate the feasibility of detecting keystrokes from
mobile sensor data on natural computer keyboard typing. This study helped structure the large
data collection to gather the most important data in a realistic and general way. Altogether in the
pilot study, we collected 2855 characters over 5 hours of data collection from two participants.
We utilized three iPhones (one iPhone 7 Plus, two iPhone 6’s) predicting keystrokes from two
different computers (MacBook Pro 2017 and MacBook Pro Late 2013). Each phone collected
audio, video, and motion data, as described later in CHAPTER 4.

Feasibility Study Experiment Statistics
Total Time for Data Collection

5 hours

Number of Devices

3 iPhones (one iPhone 7 Plus, two iPhone 6’s),
2 laptops (MacBook Pro 2017, MacBook Pro Late 2013)

Number of Participants

2

Number of Characters typed

2855 (1420 from Person 1, 1435 from Person 2)

Number of Keywords collected

43

Number of Sessions

6

Table 3.1 Feasibility Study Experiment Statistics
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Figure 3.1 Feasibility Study Experiment Setup

3.1

Data Collection
For this study, each iPhone 6 was placed to the right of the computer, and the iPhone 7

Plus was placed at a third seating position at the table as shown in Figure 3.1. We performed a
pilot data collection consisting of two typists alternating typing pangrams on different computers
with three phones collecting sensor data. We used pangrams to ensure that we could predict
every character because they include at least one instance of every letter of the alphabet.
However, pangrams do not model the distribution of characters present in normal typing.
Regardless, as a pilot study, this was an effective method of quickly gathering instances of all
characters in every session. In each session, one typist would say the phrase, type the pangram
into the computer, pause, then let the other typist type, and repeat five times. We gathered data in
six different sessions, each using a different pangram. Our first round of data collection ended up
being unusable because we realized that when typing naturally, people make mistakes; therefore,
with potentially different keys being pressed than expected, the process of identifying when keys
were pressed and which ones were pressed without a ground truth is very complicated. To
11

mediate this issue, we modified our data collection to include a key logger on the computers that
logged timestamps of when and which keys were pressed. These timestamps provided a reliable
ground truth for analysis.
3.2

Preprocessing
Determining which features to use in the preprocessing stage was the most important

element in the success of the results. The first set of features we used were the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) features, which divides a signal into its frequency components using
computational efficiency [13]. These provided a decent start to see baseline results as shown in
Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3; however, the standard speech processing features used are called Melfrequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [14], which essentially encapsulate the nonlinearity of
how we differentiate frequencies and are discussed more in the next section. Figure 3.5 shows
the audio MFCCs calculated over one sentence of typing data. This diagram shows how
keystrokes activate certain MFCC frequencies more effectively. A good machine learning model
can use these features to differentiate and classify different keystrokes. It is possible to use the
raw audio signal as features for each keystroke (with each sample being a separate feature), but
there would be too many features and not enough data for the basic machine learning model to
gather useful information from.

Figure 3.2 Audio Spectrogram of Typing Data

12

Figure 3.3 Summed Audio Frequencies of Typing Data

Figure 3.4 Raw Acceleration Signal of Typing Data in the X and Z directions

Top line is energy of MFCCs

Figure 3.5 Audio MFCCs for Typing a Sentence
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Although the motion data was sampled at a much lower rate, we analyzed each X, Y, and
Z components of the accelerometer data much like the audio data (using MFCCs) with the
addition of the signal energy value over the designated window. Figure 3.4 shows how the raw
accelerometer signal is sensitive to someone typing on a nearby keyboard. We hypothesized that
the table vibrations generated by the keyboard typing could be picked up by the phones’
accelerometer and analyzed using signal processing algorithms. The MFCCs calculated for the
motion data did not provide the same results as the MFCCs for the audio data because of the
lower sample rate. A signal with a sample rate of 100 Hz can only pick up frequencies up to 50
Hz so MFCCs can only attempt to differentiate between frequencies below 50 Hz for a given
signal. This value is not high enough to provide valuable information, so in our next study we
attempt to combine signals from multiple devices to achieve a higher effective sampling rate.
3.3

Features – MFCCs
Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) are the main features used to process

speech from audio signals because they model how we differentiate sounds [14]. MFCCs
condense the information provided by the FFT in a way that encapsulates the nonlinearity of how
we differentiate frequencies. Calculating MFCCs is as follows: take the FFT of a signal window,
map the powers of the spectrum to the mel-scale using triangular overlapping windows
(weighted sum), take the logs of the powers at each of the mel-frequencies, and take the DCT of
the list of mel log powers. For audio, the series of MFCCs is calculated using the FFT over
windows of 512 audio samples with a step size of 128 (75% overlap), and 40 filters are used for
mapping to the mel scale. 12 MFCCs and the energy of the MFCCs are used as features for the
machine learning model.

14

Figure 3.6 Basic Model Building

Figure 3.7 Train-Test Splits for Pangrams

3.4

Classification Model
After feature preprocessing, we trained a random forest classification model using a

“leave-one-session-out” method for train-test splits, shown in Figure 3.7. This model used 1025
estimators with a max depth level of 150. Similar to avoiding training and testing on the same
15

data, the train-test splits were made with the intent that the model never predicts on data from a
phrase it has already encountered [15]. This provided a proof-of-concept machine learning model
that quickly provided baseline results. With 60 classes to predict on (30 keys per person), the
model provided about 10% accuracy by predicting on motion only, and 27% accuracy by
predicting on audio and motion. Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show the confusion matrices for the
truth value being in the top 1 or top 5 predictions respectively. The X-axis shows predictions and
the Y-axis shows the actual character. These axes are ordered by Typist, then by relative location
on the keyboard. From these figures we can see that the model was very good at differentiating
between typists and would often miss characters by nearby characters on the keyboard. Table 3.2
and Table 3.3 show how the results are improved by looking at the top N classes. Additionally,
we see how using audio data combined with motion data worked significantly better than using
only motion data.

16

Audio and Motion

Precision

Recall

F1

Top N=1

0.2702

0.2788

0.2752

Top N=3

0.5169

0.4560

0.4642

Top N=5

0.6177

0.5524

0.5628

Top N=10

0.7521

0.6960

0.7048

Table 3.2 Feasibility Results using Audio and Motion Features

Motion Only

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

Top N=1

0.0998

0.1387

0.0932

Top N=3

0.2454

0.2438

0.2287

Top N=5

0.3888

0.3299

0.3397

Top N=10

0.5350

0.4680

0.4734

Table 3.3 Feasibility Results using Only Motion Features
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Actual Classes

Predicted Classes

Figure 3.8 Confusion Matrix for Top N=1 using Audio and Motion Features
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Actual Classes

Predicted Classes

Figure 3.9 Confusion Matrix for Top N=5 using Audio and Motion Features
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3.5

Post-Processing
We used a basic language model for post-processing to improve results by correcting

words, as shown in Figure 3.10. The machine learning model returns N top labels with the
prediction confidence level. First, we applied thresholds to low confidence, high frequency labels
(such as “return”, “space”, and “e”) to limit the number of false positives. Then, we segment
words by the whitespace characters, brute force character combinations of high confidence
labels, and filter out combinations that are not in the English dictionary. We then filter out
infrequent words based on number of occurrences in Wikipedia pages as of 20121 in order to
remove words that are technically in the English dictionary but not used frequently enough to
predict (such as “tha”). Finally, we sort the remaining combinations by a score calculated by the
some of the logs of the predication confidence of the letters that make up a word:
𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = * 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑃/012 )
This simple word analysis boosted our results from 3% to 18% accuracy per word with
up to 35% accuracy within the top 5 words. Although this is only a basic approach for word
correction, we can easily see the added benefit.

1

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/wikiwords/0.5
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Figure 3.10 Word Correction Post Processing

Before Correction
3.15%

After Dictionary Correction
Top N = 1

18.42%

Top N = 5

34.74%

Table 3.4 Word Recognition Accuracy

Our main conclusion from this study was that we needed more varied data to generalize
our model for realistic use cases and more data altogether to train a deep learning model. We
found that people type with an uneven character distribution across words, use punctuation, use
capitalization, correct mistakes, and vary typing speeds when typing in a more natural scenario.
We saw how motion data can be useful, but audio features outperformed accelerometer features.
However, in a noisy environment, audio analysis becomes less effective, so we hypothesize that
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motion data might be more robust against audio noise. The results from the analysis of this study
are very limited due our basic machine learning model and chosen features, especially related to
motion data. From here, we structured our data collection experiment with the intent to overcome
the limitations found in this feasibility study and related works.
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CHAPTER 4
EXTENDED DATA COLLECTION
We designed our extended IRB-approved (approval: #H18-020-LARE) data collection
study based on our discoveries from the Feasibility Study and the limitations in related works.
Our goal is to collect more varied keyboard typing and behavior data. Due to the large effort
required to gather data in a controlled manner, we decided to collect data from more devices and
sensors than we would use initially. This gives us the flexibility to use more data if we need it,
without the hassle of collecting data again.

Figure 4.1 Experiment Setup
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Experiment Devices
iPhones (n, model)

8 (1 iPhone 7, 1 iPhone 7 Plus, and 6 iPhone 5s’)

Laptop (n, model)

1 (2017 MacBook Pro)

Keyboards (n, model)

3 (built-in on laptop, Dell L100 mechanical keyboard,
Bluetooth-connected Apple keyboard)

Camcorder (n, model)

1 (1080p HD Camcorder)

Table 4.1 Experiment Devices Used in Data Collection

The data collection setup included one computer (2017 MacBook Pro), three different
keyboards to type on (built-in on laptop, Dell mechanical keyboard, and Bluetooth-connected
Apple keyboard), and eight iPhones (one iPhone 7, one iPhone 7 Plus, and six iPhone 5s’). The
phones were laid out on the table in four different seating positions on either side of where the
keyboard would be placed for typing as shown in Table 4.1. Although utilizing the data from all
eight phones at once is a less realistic scenario, we wanted to collect the data from many
locations so we can selectively analyze data from combinations of multiple device locations. The
same principle applies when choosing which sensors to collect data from: we collect as much
data as possible now so we avoid repeating data collection in order to perform a different
analysis. To mitigate unwanted variability in device position, we marked where each phone
should be placed using a wet-erase marker, making sure that devices were placed in the same
place for every session. Additionally, all devices remained plugged in and charged to 100%
power to remove additional unwanted variables. All sensors employed are embedded in existing
mobile phones and laptop computers.
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We collected data in two different formats: Demographic Data and Interview Style. For
the Demographic Data session, a participant fills out a survey in the desktop application asking
about demographic information regarding gender, age, keyboard experience, daily tech use, etc..
Each participant goes through this session before completing the Interview Style session. This
provides us with basic information about the participants that may affect their typing or behavior
during the session. We record this session to provides us with more typing data in as ideal
conditions as we can realistically expect. The only caveat here is that people probably type quite
differently when filling out the demographic data questions than normal typing. However, this
will help increase and diversify our training and testing data.
For the Interview Style session, two participants engage in a conversation about topics
ranging from daily activities to political views. One participant takes on the role as “interviewer”
by asking questions related to the topics prompted on the computer. As the other participant
answers verbally, the interviewer types notes on the answers. The main purpose of this session is
to collect structured typing data that encourages natural typing techniques. Additionally, the
talking creates realistic audio noise that the model must be able to sift through. Our goal is to
create a generalized model using audio, motion or a combination of the two that is robust in a
noisy environment. We hypothesize that the motion data will be more robust with audio noise
present and potentially more useful than audio data. However, the motion data would likely be
less robust with the presence of motion noise (such as vibrations through the table). For this
experiment, we attempt to limit the amount of motion interference by asking participants to not
bump the table unnecessarily. Other than this request, we do not control for potential motion
noise.
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4.1

Controlled Variables
In order to collect data that could affect certain typing behaviors or keystroke emanations,

we control for keyboard type, mobile device position, seating position at the table, ambient noise,
conflict and emotional responses, and focus direction on another participant. The keyboard type
can affect how sounds and vibration are emitted when someone types on it. Where a participant
is at the table may affect how the phones receive data signals.
Controlled Variables For Interview Style Session
Number of Keyboards

3

Number of Typist Seating Positions

2

Number of Interviewee Seating Positions

2

Number of Participants

2

Total Number of Questions
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Table 4.2 Controlled Variable for Interview Style Session

The Interview Style session consists of 24 questions (3 keyboards * 2 typist seating
positions * 2 interviewee seating positions * 2 participants). The typist changes keyboards every
other question for 3 keyboards and switches seating positions after every 6 questions (after going
through each keyboard). The interviewee participant changes seats after every question to shift
the focus of the typist, and after the typist completes 12 questions, the participants swap roles.
Ambient noise is controlled through the speaking in the Interview Style session that is not as
present in the Demographic Data session.
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Each topic was chosen to generate conversation and natural typing data by encouraging
participants to think on their own and type what comes to their mind. In the Interview Style
session, some topics such as politics, current news, and the gender wage-gap are intended to be
thought-provoking and generate minor conflict between participants. The effects of these
questions will be analyzed in future behavioral research.
4.2

Desktop and Mobile Applications
The desktop and mobile applications were developed to record sensor data and log event

timestamps for later analysis. Both applications collect various metadata on the sessions
including the device model, session start and stop times, sample rates, and manually logged
events (such as keystrokes or custom labels). These applications can be used for other data
collection purposes, but for this experiment, we focused on keyboard typing and behavior.
Laptop Sensor Data
Audio

44100 Hz

Video from webcam

720p

Video from HD Logitech webcam

1080p

Keystrokes (down and up)

Precision within ~20 microseconds

Table 4.3 Sensor Data Collected from Laptop

In order to collect structured typing data, we developed a custom desktop application.
The desktop application, written using Swift for Mac OS, records video from the built-in
webcam at 720p and an external HD Logitech webcam at 1080p, audio from the built-in
microphone sampled at 44100 Hz, and keystrokes when keys are pressed down and released on
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any of the keyboards. This application simultaneously senses and saves the data into separate
files using parallel threads. The application prompts questions to the typist and provides a text
field for typing into. After each question, the application alerts the typist to use the correct
keyboard, sit in the correct position, and ensure the other participant sits in the correct position.

Figure 4.2 Desktop Data Collection Application
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iPhone Sensor Data
Audio

44100 Hz

Compressed Video from Front-Camera

15 frames/second at 144p

Accelerometer

X,Y,Z sampled at 100 Hz

Gyroscope

X,Y,Z sampled at 100 Hz

Magnetometer

X,Y,Z sampled at 100 Hz

Fused Attitude

Pitch, Roll, Yaw sampled at 100 Hz

Acceleration Due to Gravity

X,Y,Z sampled at 100 Hz

Barometer

1 Hz

Timestamp

Sampled at each motion data point

Table 4.4 Sensor Data Collected from Phones

Figure 4.3 iOS Data Collection Application
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In order to collect and combine sensor data from multiple devices, we developed a
custom mobile application. The mobile application, written using Swift for iOS, records video
from the front-facing camera at 15 frames per second at 144p, audio from the built-in
microphone sampled at 44100 Hz, and motion data (including accelerometer XYZ, gyroscope
XYZ, and magnetometer XYZ sensor data, and fused Pitch, Roll, Yaw, and Timestamp) sampled
at 100 Hz. This application simultaneously senses and saves the data into separate files in the
device’s file system on parallel threads. After each session, the application compresses and
transfers the data to a secure AWS S3 instance once the session is completed. The data is later
combined with the computer data for analysis. Each session type is populated with a set of
custom labels that are distributed to each phone using synchronization over AWS. These labels
are used to manually log events that happen by tapping the related label. In this experiment, all
phones have an “issue happened” label to help identify when something unknown occurs.
4.3

Demographics and Statistics
We conducted the data collection experiment using 20 participants in 10 different

sessions. Most participants were recruited from Southern Methodist University so there might be
skewed demographics in multiple categories. To be transparent with these demographics, Table
4.5 shows the aggregated demographic data collected from the Demographic Data session. All
participants completed both the Demographic Data and Interview Style session; however, we
removed 2 of the Interview Style sessions from the analysis in this thesis because one or more
phones were stopped in the middle of the session. This caused the session to be split in two and
our current workflow does not yet handle these situations. In future work we want to test if some
of the demographics in Table 4.5 might affect typing dynamics or acoustics.
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Subject Demographics (N=20)
Gender (classification, n, %)

Male (11, 55.0%),
Female (9, 45.0%)

Age (yrs)(mean, range)

23.6 (19-54)

Highest Completed Level of Education

High School (5, 25.0%),

(classification, n, %)

Associates (2, 10.0%),
Bachelors (9, 45.0%),
Masters (4, 20.0%)

Social Status

Married (1, 5.0%),
Single (19, 95.0%)

Ethnicity

Hispanic (2, 10.0%),
Non-Hispanic (18, 90.0%)

Race

White (17, 85.0%),
Asian (2, 10.0%),
Black (1, 10.0%)

Profession

Student (11, 55%),
CSE (6, 30%),
Business (4, 20%)

Mac Users (n, %)

8 (40.0%)

Hours per week using a computer (n, 1.96*σ)

28.4 (± 35.3)

Years using a QWERTY keyboard

15.7 (± 9.7)

Self-evaluated typing ranking (1-10, 1.96*σ)

7.1 (± 3.5)

Taken a typing class (n, %)

15 (75%)

Handedness (Classification, n, %)

LH (2, 10.0%), RH (18, 90.0%)

Have English as First Language (n, %)

18 (90%)

Have taken a computer programming class

16 (80%)

Have hobby that affects hand dexterity (such

11 (55%)

as playing an instrument)
Table 4.5 Participant Demographic Data Summary
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Table 4.6 shows how the participants answered questions about their personal security
measures. It is unclear how true the responses to these self-report questions are, but they
highlight interesting perspectives on personal security measures related to mobile devices. Most
participants report that they keep their phone in their pocket, lap, or backpack during meetings.
80% of participants think that apps and websites should have to ask for motion data access and
only 15% of participants think that apps and websites already do ask for permission. 55% of
participants take at least some kind of security measure to protect their phone or computer data,
and about half of participants keep location services on all the time and Bluetooth services on all
the time. Only 25% of participants use either Apple Pay or Android Pay. Some of the answers to
these questions may be untrue because the participants may not always be aware of these topics.
Answers to Security-related Questions
Where phone is placed during meeting

On Table (7, 35%)

(classification, n, %)

In Pocket (9, 45%)
In Backpack (2, 10%)
Lap (2, 10%)

Think apps/websites should ask for motion access

16 (80%)

Think apps/websites do ask for motion access

3 (15%)

Take no security measures to protect phone and

9 (45%)

computer
Keep location services on at all times

9 (45%)

Keep Bluetooth services on at all times

9 (45%)

Use Apple Pay or Android Pay

5 (25%)

Table 4.6 Aggregated Answers to Personal Security Questions
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Dataset Characteristics
Dataset Size (raw data, time, size without video)

312 GB (19 hours, 69 GB)

Keystrokes (Type, n, %)

Demographic Data (13087, 8.1%),
Interview Style (149207, 91.9%),
Total (162294, 100.0%)

Keystrokes by Keyboard (Type, n, %)

Built-in Laptop (65804, 40.5%),
Mechanical (48291, 29.7%),
Bluetooth Apple (48199, 29.7%)

Typing Speed (µ characters/min, 1.96*σ)

340.0 (± 69.3)

Median Time Between Keystrokes (µ milliseconds,
1.96*σ)
Percentage of Keystrokes that Overlap (%, 1.96*σ)

182.9 (± 67.2)

Amount of Time Talking Occurred During Interview

46% (± 7.8%)

28.5% (± 25.1%)

Sessions (%, 1.96*σ)
Amount of Time Typing Occurred During Interview

81.0% (± 10.4%)

Sessions (%, 1.96*σ)
Amount of Typing Overlapped with Talking

41.8% (± 10.4%)

(%, 1.96*σ)
Table 4.7 Dataset Characteristics and Complexity with 95% Confidence Intervals

Table 4.7 shows some statistics about the actual data set. These help characterize the
underlying complexity. As pointed out earlier, typing speed varies greatly when typing normally.
The participants’ average typing speed is 340 characters per minute without counting time
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between keystrokes greater than 1 second. If there is a pause greater than 1 second, then it is
likely that the user is talking to the other participant or thinking about what they will type next,
but not actively typing normally. The macro averaged median time between keystrokes is
182.9ms with a standard deviation of 34.3 between typists. With such little time between
keystrokes and with natural typing techniques, participants are bound to overlap their keystrokes.

Figure 4.4 Time Between Keystrokes

Figure 4.5 Time Between Keystrokes by Participant
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We define an overlapped keystroke as a keystroke that presses down before the previous
keystroke releases. We found that 29% ± 25% of keystrokes overlapped, which makes predicting
segmentation and classification far more difficult. Figure 4.4 shows a histogram of the overall
time between keystrokes. The histogram appears to be distributed in intervals because the
operating system limits the polling-rate of external devices (i.e. USB-connected and Bluetoothconnected) to once every 15ms. This causes the keys to cluster at 15ms intervals for the two
external keyboards, but not for the built-in laptop keyboard. Regardless, there are many
keystrokes that have less than 100ms between them. Figure 4.5 shows the boxplots for
participants’ time between keystrokes without outliers showing. The median for some typists is
about 100ms, meaning that half of the keystrokes have less than or equal to 100ms between
them. Related works assumed a 100ms separation between keystrokes, but based on our dataset
of natural typing, we cannot assume that large of a separation.
We designed the Interview Style Session to include audio noise, specifically in the form
of talking. People were talking 46% of the time during the Interview Style Sessions, and there
was talking for 42% of the time that there was typing. We calculated this by using a long-term
spectral divergence voice activity detection algorithm that returns a number of timestamps where
speaking is identified [16], [17]. Using the same method as separating typing time, we consider
someone is talking if there is less than 1 second of time between these timestamps.
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Figure 4.6 Character Frequency

Figure 4.6 illustrates the imbalanced character-class distribution for typing across all
sessions. There are about twice as many “space” instances as “e” instances, and hardly any
support (occurrences) for “j”, “x”, “z”, “q”, or “Alt Key”. This imbalanced distribution plays a
large role in the quality of the evaluation criteria as discussed in CHAPTER 6.

Figure 4.7 Time Between Keys by Key and by Key Group
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Figure 4.8 Time Between Keys by Typist

Figure 4.9 Typist Clusters Using Median Time Between Keystrokes

We visualize keystroke dynamics based on the time-before and time-after values to find
clusters of keys and typists. Figure 4.7 shows the kernel density estimates for time between keys
separating by keystroke class and by keystroke group. We can see that letters and spaces have a
similar distribution that is distinct from the other groups. Additionally, some characters have
very recognizable distributions that could be used to help classify keystrokes in the future. Figure
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4.8 shows the kernel density estimates for time between keys separating by typist. These values
may help cluster users into fast or slow typists, which could help identify more information about
the user’s typing. Figure 4.9 shows how the typists can be clustered using the median timebefore and time-after values. The lower left-hand clusters are faster typists, while the upper righthand clusters are slower typists. These clusters are made using a K-means clustering algorithm
and may allow us to train our model to detect characteristics unique to particular typist groups.
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CHAPTER 5
ALGORITHMS AND METHODS
In this chapter, we present the various algorithms and methods we used to process the
data collected from the large data collection. First, we apply a smart time synchronization to
ensure the data from all devices are aligned. Then, we parse the data signals into fixed-length
time windows and label all windows that include keystrokes. These windows are then
preprocessed and converted to rows of a tabular data model to be used for training and testing the
machine learning models. We use pandas [18] and NumPy [19] to handle the data, Matplotlib
[20] and IPython [21] for visualization, scikit-learn [22] for basic machine learning operations,
SciPy [23] and python_speech_features [24] for signal processing, and the Keras library [25]
with a TensorFlow backend [26] for deep learning.
5.1

Time Synchronization
Each timestamp value yields sub-millisecond precision2; however, we cannot assume that

all devices share the same base time synchronization. Although all devices use NTP (Network
Time Protocol) to synchronize their base system time to server-distributed time information [27],
each device’s base time varies slightly due to clock drift [28]. Since each device is recording
similar signals, we attempt to synchronize each phone’s base time to the computer’s base time by
comparing the respective audio recordings.

2

https://developer.apple.com/documentation/foundation/timeinterval
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Figure 5.1 Time-Alignment Example

First, we find the computer’s timestamp at the middle of the audio recording so we know
all phones will be recording at that time. Then we perform a cross-correlation on the absolute
value of the normalized audio signal for each phone over a 15-second time window to compute a
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time offset value for each phone. We perform this cross-correlation over a 15-second time
window, so we assume that all devices’ base times are within 15 seconds of each other. Due to
the varying quality of some of the phone’s microphones, some audio signals are more clear than
others and thus, easier to correlate. In order to insure that we have a correct time alignment for
each phone, we perform this same cross-correlation over 20 different time windows, sum the
correlation coefficients, and use the index of max coefficient as the offset index. The size of the
original audio array is subtracted from the index and the resulting value is divided by the sample
rate (44100 Hz) to achieve the time offset value. All phone timestamp values are updated with
this offset value so all sensor data signals from the phones are synchronized with the keystrokes.
Figure 5.1 shows an example of this time-alignment method. The unaligned audio becomes
aligned after the calculated offset is added to the timestamp values for each phone.
5.2

Segmentation
In a realistic scenario, we have to parse out keystrokes before classifying which key is

pressed. In other words, we must predict whether a certain time window includes a keystroke or
not. We achieve this using a segmentation classification model. To prepare the data for training
the segmentation model, each session is divided into 100 millisecond windows with a step-size
of 25 milliseconds. We then label each window as “Key-Down” or “Not-a-Key” based on
whether a keystroke occurs within that window. These keystroke values are determined from the
ground-truth keystrokes logged by the computer. This window segmentation should allow us to
segment different keystrokes if they are at least 25 milliseconds apart. If multiple Key-Down
timestamps are present in a given time window, then the window is labeled by whichever occurs
first. For 𝑛 Key-Down windows, we select 𝑛 random Not-a-Key windows to provide an equal
representation of the two classes for training. We then perform preprocessing on each of the
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selected windows. In future work, we will also segment by “Key-Up” timestamps because there
are likely characteristic physical movements and vibrations created when someone lifts their
finger off of the keys. This is another characteristic that could be exploited to help keystroke
prediction.

Figure 5.2 Segmentation Example Visualized with MFCCs

Figure 5.2 shows a real example of how these windows are selected and used to segment
MFCCs for a phone. This shows the keystrokes of someone typing P-L-A-Y and a space
character. The windows overlap slightly before and slightly after the keypress timestamp so the
model can learn to recognize when that particular keystroke occurs. In this case, there are exactly
4 windows designated for each character. Fewer windows may be assigned to a particular
character if neighboring keystrokes are very close together. The Not-A-Key windows occur both
between keypresses and during silence to help the model learn how to segment more precisely
when keystrokes occur.
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5.3

Data Preprocessing
After we determine the window to process, we prepare them for training and testing. The

windows are used to create feature rows in a data frame. Each row includes motion features from
each phone, audio features from each phone, MFCCs, and some contextual features (such as
keyboard type, question number, participant position) over a given 100 millisecond time
window. MFCCs are calculated in the same way as described in CHAPTER 3 except all 40
MFCCs are used rather than just 13. We expand the number of MFCCs because our machine
learning model has increased learning capacity. Thus, we expect the extra data to be exploitable
by new models with more examples. The motion and audio data streams are assigned to feature
columns based on the phone’s relative position to the computer. For example, if Phone0 is
directly to the left of the computer for the first half of data collection and Phone2 is directly to
the left of the computer for the second half of data collection, then Phone0 and Phone2 swap
features during that time. This feature swapping helps the model learn without needing to
determine relative location first. We recognize that this is not a perfect method of swapping
because the four phones used in this thesis are not completely mirrored. With all eight phones
included, mirroring would occur and this feature swapping could be more effective.
5.4

Features – Upsampled Motion Data
The motion sampling rate for an iPhone is limited by the operating system to 100 Hz. By

Nyquist’s theorem, we can determine a full signal up to 50 Hz [29]. There is limited information
in the sub-50 Hz range due to noise, so we searched for ways to increase the signal’s fidelity. By
interleaving the motion signals from separate phones, we can achieve the equivalent of a higher
sampled signal. First, we ensure time synchronization as described above. Then, we normalize
each motion data signal by setting the mean to 0 and the standard deviation to 1 to account for
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the gain mismatch. This is a common method used to convert to z-scores [30]. Each instance of
data includes a timestamp of when the motion sample was measured from the sensors, so we
then time interleave each data point from all devices to create the equivalent of a higher sampled
signal. If we combine 3 phones’ signals, we generate an effective sampling rate of 300 Hz, which
allows us to analyze signals up to 150 Hz. This greatly increases the motion data analysis
capability. For future implementations, we want to apply a moving window of normalization to
account for continuous data collection variations. This will help correct the localized gain
mismatch even more.
5.5

Machine Learning – Models
We utilize two main model architectures: Random Forests and Convolutional Neural

Networks (CNN). The random forest model is used as a baseline comparison for other models.
This is the same model used in the Feasibility Study, but uses 40 MFCC values for each phone
and the energy of each motion signal (AccelX, AccelY, … , RotationY, RotationZ). We do not
provide the model with time before and time after values because those would have to be
segmented first. Although the time between keys were the most important features for the
baseline model in the Feasibility Study, we recognize that in a realistic scenario, the
segmentation model would first have to predict precise time values for key occurrences. Only
then could the classification model use those values as features.

Figure 5.3 Single Input Convolutional Neural Network Architecture
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Figure 5.4 Multimodal Convolutional Neural Network Architecture

In this thesis, we consider two deep learning network architectures: one for segmentation
and another for classifying keystrokes. The segmentation network outputs confidence values for
a binary classification between Key-Down or Not-A-Key. The keystroke classification network
outputs confidence values for a categorical classification of all keystroke classes. These networks
use the single-input, single-task architecture as shown in Figure 5.3 and the multimodal, singletask architecture shown in Figure 5.4. The multimodal model combines all the inputs from the
previous models to attempt to combine features detectable by motion and those detectable by
audio. The multimodal model uses convolutions on the raw motion data, upsampled motion data,
raw audio data, and the MFCCs calculated for each window as input values.
The deep neural network architecture performs convolutions on various inputs to help the
model learn key characteristics, which then run through a series of fully-connected layers for the
output prediction. The network uses raw audio signals, raw motion signals, audio MFCCs, and
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upsampled motion as input values. The accelerometer and gyroscope motion data from each
phone is stacked and used as one 2D input array. Each upsampled accelerometer and gyroscope
value is stacked and used as another 2D input array. The raw audio signals from each phone are
stacked and used as another 2D input array, and the sets of MFCCs from each phone are stacked
and used as yet another 2D input array. Each input can be selectively included or excluded from
training and testing so that we can compare the feature importances. To compare these
importances, we will evaluate the model using one input at a time as well as the multimodal
inputs. This workflow allows the model to compare the results from single modal architecture as
shown in Figure 5.3 and the multimodal architecture as shown in Figure 5.4.
Each input goes through one-dimensional convolutions that learn key characteristics. By
convoluting the signals over the time domain before using them as inputs, the model can
automatically extract important features that would otherwise be difficult for the model to learn
[31]. These convolutions are used as features extractors by applying a series of filters across the
signals. For example, in image processing [32], certain convolutional filters may be used to
extract horizontal lines in an image while others find vertical lines. These filters applied over
parts of an image and are activated when certain features appear. In the same way, we use these
convolutional filters to detect characteristic features across the various sensor signals. By
applying the filters over a given sensor stream for all phones, the model can learn to detect how
the phones’ data works together. We expect that the model triangulates the signals from the
phones to pinpoint which character is pressed.
The output values of the convolutions are Max-Pooled. Max Pooling is a method of
reducing dimensionality of inputs by choosing the features that perform the best in a given
window [33]. We downsample the outputs of the convolutions using Max Pooling by a factor of
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8 for audio and by a factor of 2 for motion, upsampled motion, and MFCCs. The Max-Pooled
values are flattened, meaning converted into a 1-dimensional array. Finally, these values are
concatenated together with the flattened convolution values of the other inputs into one large 1dimensional array. This concatenated value is the final output from the convolutional layers.
From here, this value is input into a set of dense layers.
In the dense (or fully-connected) layers, all nodes from one layer connected to every node
their neighboring layers. Each neuron in a layer has a weight value that determines when that
neuron would activate. All layers are initialized using a Glorot’s method, which helps prevent
saturated neurons in early epochs [34]. These weights are repeatedly updated by calculating the
gradient of the loss function in a technique called back-propagation [35]. As these weights are
updated, even the hidden units (which are not part of the input or output) become important
features. We use a categorical cross-entropy loss function where the model attempts to minimize
the incorrect predictions as much as possible during training. Cross-entropy maximizes the
probability of the target class while minimizing the probability of other targets [36].
𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 = 𝐻< = (𝑦) = − *(𝑦′@ log(𝑦@ ) + E1 − 𝑦 G @ H log(1 − 𝑦@ ))
@

The concatenated value from the convolutional layers is input into a set of fullyconnected dense layers with ReLU activation [37]. A ReLU (rectified linear unit) activation
function enables better training by avoiding the vanishing gradient problem [34]. The vanishing
gradient problem occurs when neurons are no longer activating and the network cannot continue
training. The ReLU activation function looks like the following equation:
𝑓 (𝑥 ) = 𝑥 K = max (0, 𝑥)
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This first set of dense layers is referred to as the “Shared Layers” because they can be
used as shared weights in a multitask model, such as the one shown in Figure 5.5. The output
from the shared layers is fed into a set of specialized networks, comprised of more fullyconnected layers. The output of the specialized networks maps to the target prediction classes
using a SoftMax activation function. This function normalizes the output predictions so that all
the values add up to 1, which is useful for representing the prediction confidence levels [34].

Figure 5.5 Multimodal and Multitask Convolutional Neural Network Architecture (Future Work)

Future research may use the architecture shown in Figure 5.5, which should force the
model to learn shared characteristics between a number of tasks such as segmentation and
classification. This prevents overfitting.
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Layer

Output Shape

Trainable Parameters

motion_input

(10, 24)

0

upsampled_input

(40, 6)

0

audio_input

(4410, 4)

0

mfcc_input

(34, 160)

0

motion_conv (Conv1D)

(10, 40)

4,840

upsampled_conv (Conv1D)

(40, 50)

2,750

audio_conv (Conv1D)

(863, 30)

12,030

mfcc_conv (Conv1D)

(30, 40)

32,040

Max_pooling1d_51

(5, 40)

0

Max_pooling1d_52

(20, 50)

0

Max_pooling1d_53

(107, 30)

0

Max_pooling1d_54

(15, 40)

0

Flatten_51

(200)

0

Flatten_52

(1000)

0

Flatten_53

(3210)

0

Flatten_54

(600)

0

Concatenate_1

(5010)

0

Shared_dense_1

(512)

2,565,632

Shared_dense_1

(256)

131,328

Shared_dense_1

(128)

32,896

Shared_dense_1

(64)

8,256

Specialized_dense_1

(32)

2,080

Specialized_dense_1

(32)

1,056

Keydown_class (Dense)

(34)

1,122

Total

2,794,030

Table 5.1 Multimodal Network Layers and Trainable Parameters
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Table 5.1 shows the layers used in the multimodal deep learning model with their output
shapes and number of trainable parameters. In total, there are 2,794,030 trainable parameters. As
discussed in the next section, this many parameters takes considerable time to train.
5.6

Machine Learning – Training
To train the deep neural network architecture for segmentation, we iteratively train on

even data batches of Key-Down and Not-A-Key segments. This prevents the model from being
biased towards one segment over the other compared to fitting the model on all the data at once
for each segment. The convolutional neural network (CNN) model updates the weights in the
general network and the weights in the specialized networks for the segment class. The model
uses the distribution of classes as class weights to account for the imbalanced class
representation.
Since the typing data is varied and we allow participants to type naturally, many different
keystrokes appeared with very little support (number of occurrences in the dataset). To reduce
the number of classes to a realistic set of target predictions, we cluster certain characters together
by function and use. For example, we cluster “Edit Keys” such as “Delete” and Arrow Keys
because when those keys are predicted, we can assume that something is being edited. We also
cluster “Alt Keys” such as “CMD”, “CTRL”, and “Caps Lock” because they alter the next
characters. Finally, we cluster “Punctuation” that can be used as additional phrase separators in a
language model.
Each training set is trained a GPU node on SMU’s ManeFrame II that has 256 GB RAM
and 1 NVIDIA P100 GPU. This GPU parallelizes the training to greatly increase training speed,
and it has 3584 CUDA cores, 16 GB of VRAM, double-precision performance of 4.7 teraflops
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and single-precision performance of 9.3 teraflops3. Because we have access to such computing
power, we read in all of the preprocessed data files at once to run training and testing. Training
10 epochs on a 5-fold cross-validation set takes about 10 hours with this computing power. We
did not train longer than this to prevent overfitting and due to timing constraints. Overfitting
occurs when the model learns characteristics that are specific to the training set and cannot be
generalized to the testing set. To prevent overfitting, we could add Dropout, which is a technique
for randomly dropping units from the neural network during training [38]. The caveat with
adding Dropout, however, is that the network needs to be trained for much longer. Due to the
large amount of time the model takes to train, we opted to use early stopping rather than
Dropout.

3

https://images.nvidia.com/content/tesla/pdf/nvidia-tesla-p100-PCIe-datasheet.pdf
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS
We now describe the evaluation details and results from the baseline and CNN models on
two tasks: classification and segmentation. Most related work used overall accuracy as their
primary metric for evaluating their classification results; however, we found that overall
accuracy does not represent the underlying predictions well. Instead, we use macro averaged
recall, macro averaged precision, and macro averaged F1 score metrics to compare our models
and evaluation splits. These metrics better encapsulate the usefulness of the predictions. Still, we
include the overall accuracy score in the results for comparison against related works. We always
train and test on different typists to ensure the model does not require personalization.
We show how well the different input modes for the CNN model work compared to each
other for both segmentation and classification. For this analysis, we use sensor data from the four
primary phones: the phones that are directly next to the keyboard at some time. In order to show
potential post-processing improvements, we will also show the results of top N predicted classes.
To calculate these, we rank the output confidence levels from the classification model and check
if the truth value is in the top N predictions. We evaluate multiple training split types including
general per participant, per keyboard, per position, and per typist cluster. Figure 6.1 shows these
four training split types. The general per participant training method trains on the most data per
split: training per keyboard trains on about 1/3 as much data per split, training per position trains
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on about 1/2 as much data per split, and training per typist cluster trains on about 1/4 as much
data per split. These differences may affect results.

Figure 6.1 Training Split Types

6.1

General Training Classification Results
An overall accuracy measure, meaning the percentage of total characters predicted

correctly, is the primary metric used by most of the related works. This is an easy method of
gaining initial insight into how well a model performs. We achieved 25.6% accuracy with the
multimodal model, which is comparable to related works. This metric, however, is not a great
representation of how well the model performs in a realistic scenario if the target classes have an
imbalanced distribution. For example, the majority classifier can achieve 15.7% accuracy by
only predicting ‘space’s. This illustrates how accuracy is not a desirable evaluation measure as
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the underlying predictions are useless. Overall accuracy is calculated using the following
equation.
𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

To overcome the lack of information presented from this metric, we show the overall
accuracy, the macro averaged recall by class, macro averaged precision by class, and macro
averaged F1 score by class. Table 6.1 and all remaining tables show the macro average of each
metric by class for each comparison model. Additionally, we include the interquartile range of
the recall, precision, and F1 score to portray an idea of spread. We use the following equations to
calculate these metrics for each class before taking the macro average and interquartile range.
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠)

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠)

𝐹1 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∗

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

We use these metrics, along with the interquartile range of each metric, to compare our
models against each other. They help better represent the results in the presence of an
imbalanced distribution by weighting each class equally, rather than by support representation.
Since the mean is affected more by outliers, sometimes the average will be outside of the IQR.
To evaluate the evaluate the generalizability of the model to unknown typists, we never
train and test on data from the same typist. For this training splits, we only split by typist, thereby
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generalizing for all typists and training for all keyboards and positions. These results are
evaluated using 5-fold cross-validation on participants for training and testing.
Classification – Top N=1 Overall

Average

Average

Average

General Training

Accuracy Recall

Precision

F1 Score

Baseline Model

2.8%

3.4%

6.2%

1.1%

(0.0%, 0.3%)

(0.0%, 4.7%)

(0.0%, 0.6%)

4.2%

7.3%

2.6%

(0.0%, 1.3%)

(0.0%, 15.6%)

(0.0%, 1.9%)

9.6%

15.4%

8.5%

(0.0%, 11.2%)

(0.0%, 22.9%)

(0.0%, 15.0%)

3.9%

4.1%

2.2%

(0.0%, 0.1%)

(0.0%, 8.4%)

(0.0%, 0.1%)

3.2%

1.1%

1.2%

(0.0%, 0.0%)

(0.0%, 0.0%)

(0.0%, 0.0%)

10.5%

16.9%

9.8%

(0.2%, 14.8%)

(7.8%, 25.3%)

(0.2%, 15.6%)

CNN Model – Audio

CNN Model – MFCCs

CNN Model – Motion

CNN Model –

17.8%

26.0%

15.3%

15.4%

Upsampled Motion
CNN Model –

25.6%

Multimodal
Majority Class

15.7%

0.5% ± 5.3%

3.0% ± 33.6%

0.8% ± 9.0%

Random

2.9%

3.1% ± 6.4%

3.0% ± 0.6%

2.3% ± 2.7%

Table 6.1 Classification Results for Top N=1 Predictions
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Actual Classes

Predicted Classes

Figure 6.2 Multimodal Confusion Matrix for Top N=1 Predictions

Figure 6.3 Multimodal Swarm Plot for Top N=1 Predictions
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Figure 6.4 Majority Classifier Swarm Plot for Top N=1 Predictions

Figure 6.5 Random Classifier Swarm Plot for Top N=1 Predictions

Using the Multimodal model, we achieved 10.5% average recall, 16.5% average
precision, and 9.8% average F1 score. Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 portray the prediction
distribution for the Multimodal model’s predictions using the generalize training method. Table
6.1 shows how these metrics are more robust against a skew in favor of common classes. The
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majority class classification achieves 15.7% accuracy, but only 0.5% average recall, 3.0%
average precision, and 0.8% average F1 score. This imbalanced prediction is illustrated in Figure
6.4. This is a poor prediction and proves that overall accuracy alone is not a good metric. The
random classifier achieves 2.9% accuracy, 3.1% average recall, 3.0% average precision, and
2.3% average F1 score. Figure 6.2 shows how the model often makes statistic-based predictions
on the class distribution when it is less confident in its predictions. It also shows that the model
often predicts keys that are physically close on the keyboard. For example, the model predicts
“g”, “h”, and “y” commonly when the true character is “t”.
Our baseline results come from the random-forest model used in the Feasibility Study.
This model achieved 2.8% accuracy, 3.4% average recall, 6.2% average precision, and 1.1%
average F1 score. These results are significantly lower than the Feasibility Study results likely
due to the amount of noise in the dataset, the imbalanced distribution of classes, and the lack of
time-before and time-after keystroke values to help the predictions.
Using solely the audio signals to train and test the model performs at 5.3% average
precision and 4.6% average recall. These values are far lower than the 18.9% average precision
and 10.9% average recall for using only audio MFCCs. This probably means that the model was
not trained enough to learn differing frequencies and audio features.
Using solely the motion signals to train and test the model performs at 3.6% average
precision and 3.9% average recall. These results are slightly worse than the raw audio and far
worse than the audio MFCCs. By performing the smart-interleaved motion algorithm to
combining multiple phone’s motion signals into one, the results are 3.2% average recall, 1.1%
average precision, and 1.2% average F1 score. These are poor results because even random
guessing achieves higher precision and F1 score. The issue here could be caused by a localized
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gain mismatch issue when combining motion signals or a time alignment issue. For our study,
the upsampled motion did not achieve higher results than the raw motion signals from all phones.
Classification – Top N=5 Overall

Average

Average

Average

General Training

Accuracy

Recall

Precision

F1 Score

Baseline Model

25.0%

17.1%

46.7%

14.4%

(0.0%, 24.5%)

(0.0%, 87.9%)

(0.0%, 29.9%)

17.4%

67.6%

16.8%

(0.1%, 12.4%)

(43.3%, 100.0%)

(0.1%, 20.3%)

27.8%

69.7%

29.2%

(1.8%, 43.8%)

(55.0%, 95.9%)

(3.0%, 53.3%)

17.8%

56.9%

18.3%

(0.0%, 22.5%)

(0.0%, 99.7%)

(0.0%, 33.4%)

16.6%

43.5%

17.3%

(0.0%, 11.6%)

(0.0%, 100.0%)

(0.0%, 20.0%)

30.0%

63.2%

32.3%

(6.2%, 47.1%)

(50.1%, 86.7%)

(11.7%, 53.5%)

CNN Model – Audio

CNN Model – MFCCs

CNN Model – Motion

CNN Model –

44.9%

54.5%

43.7%

42.6%

Upsampled Motion
CNN Model –

54.7%

Multimodal
Majority Class

43.1%

12.8% ± 63.9% 15.2% ± 70.3%

12.8% ± 63.5%

Random

14.3%

13.6% ± 22.3% 14.3% ± 1.3%

11.0% ± 12.4%

Table 6.2 Classification Results for Top N=5 Predictions
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Actual Classes

Predicted Classes

Figure 6.6 Multimodal Confusion Matrix for Top N=5 Predictions

Figure 6.7 Multimodal Swarm Plot for Top N=5 Predictions
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The normalized confusion matrix shown in Figure 6.6 shows how the Top N=5
predictions can improve the results significantly per character. The swarm plot shown in Figure
6.7 shows how the model well the model guesses the prediction in the Top N=5 predictions. We
see a significant increase in precision for most characters and a slight increase in recall rate.
There is more variance in the distributions, but the overall results are better. These results can
illustrate how well post-processing methods may be able to correct errors to improve results in
future work.
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General Training

Top N=1

Top N=5

Baseline Model

CNN Model –
Audio

CNN Model –
MFCCs

CNN Model –
Motion

CNN Model –
Upsampled
Motion
CNN Model –
Multimodal

62

Majority Class

Random

Table 6.3 Swarm Plots for top N=1 and N=5 Predictions for General Training

Figure 6.8 Recall for Top N Predictions from the Multimodal Model
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Figure 6.9 Precision for Top N Predictions from the Multimodal Model

Figure 6.10 F1 Score for Top N Predictions from the Multimodal Model
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Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9, and Figure 6.10 show the precision, recall, and F1 scores,
respectively, increasing by the top N predictions from N=1 to N=10. These figures further
illustrate how well a language model and other post-processing methods would need to be to
improve results. Each metric improves with N, but with some diminishing returns. In Figure 6.8,
as the recall increases, the spread also increases. This happens because many characters are still
predicted infrequently. In Figure 6.9, as the precision increases, the spread grows slightly, but
then shrinks again after about N=5. The results are increased dramatically from N=1 to N=5, and
begin to cluster very well in the 60%-100% range for N=6 to N=10. The F1 score illustrated in
Figure 6.10 averages some of the differences between precision and recall by increasing
relatively linearly with a slight increase in spread. In each of these figures, there remains a few
characters at 0% which indicates that the model is ignoring those classes in favor of more
common ones.
6.2

Keyboard Training Classification Results
Each keyboard likely has physical properties separate from the others that could be

learned by the model. Previously, the model had to generalize to all the keyboards, so we will try
training specialized models for each keyboard. By training the model per keyboard and testing
on data from the same keyboard, we achieved 26.2% accuracy, 12.2% macro averaged recall,
17.5% macro averaged precision, and 12.6% macro averaged F1 score. These metrics were
calculated after performing 5-fold cross validation on typists per keyboard. These results are
slightly lower than training on all the keyboards. However, the difference could be explained
considering each keyboard was trained on only about 1/3 of the data as previously.
Training the model on a particular keyboard model means that we know what kind of
keyboard the typist is using. This is a pretty realistic assumption because there are not too many
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different keyboard types. Additionally, a model could be trained to learn what keyboard type is
being used and then select the outputs based on that keyboard model.
Classification – Top N=1

Overall

Average

Average

Average

Keyboard Training

Accuracy

Recall

Precision

F1 Score

Baseline Model

3.4%

3.6%

3.6%

1.4%

(0.0%, 0.5%)

(0.0%, 4.6%)

(0.0%, 0.8%)

5.9%

9.4%

4.8%

(0.0%, 3.1%)

(0.0%, 16.3%)

(0.0%, 4.8%)

12.6%

19.7%

13.0%

(0.9%, 17.6%)

(15.4%, 23.2%)

(1.7%, 18.3%)

3.9%

3.7%

2.7%

(0.0%, 1.5%)

(0.0%, 5.9%)

(0.0%, 2.4%)

3.4%

2.9%

2.2%

(0.0%, 0.9%)

(0.0%, 5.0%)

(0.0%, 1.3%)

12.2%

17.5%

12.6%

(1.7%, 17.1%)

(11.7%, 22.7%)

(3.1%, 17.5%)

CNN Model – Audio

CNN Model – MFCCs

CNN Model – Motion

CNN Model –

19.9%

27.7%

14.1%

13.7%

Upsampled Motion
CNN Model –

26.2%

Multimodal
Majority Class

15.7%

0.5% ± 5.3%

3.0% ± 33.6%

0.8% ± 9.0%

Random

2.9%

3.1% ± 6.4%

3.0% ± 0.6%

2.3% ± 2.7%

Table 6.4 Classification Results for Top N=1 Predictions for Keyboard Training
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Figure 6.11 Multimodal Swarm Plot for Top N=1 Predictions for Keyboard Training

Figure 6.12 Multimodal Swarm Plot for Top N=5 Predictions by Training Per Keyboard
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Classification – Top N=5

Overall

Average

Average

Average

Keyboard Training

Accuracy

Recall

Precision

F1 Score

Baseline Model

24.6%

17.4%

46.3%

14.3%

(0.0%, 29.0%)

(0.0%, 88.3%)

(0.0%, 28.8%)

21.5%

64.9%

23.2%

(1.9%, 26.6%)

(54.7%, 92.0%)

(3.7%, 37.9%)

32.5%

59.8%

36.1%

(15.8%,

(53.9%, 74.9%)

(25.1%, 56.3%)

18.1%

56.8%

19.4%

(0.0%, 29.6%)

(32.6%, 97.7%)

(0.1%, 35.3%)

16.7%

50.4%

17.8%

(0.1%, 24.5%)

(19.8%, 85.7%)

(0.2%, 27.7%)

32.8%

62.9%

36.5%

(15.4%,

(52.5%, 74.3%)

(25.5%, 54.5%)

15.2% ± 70.3%

12.8% ± 63.5%

14.3% ± 1.3%

11.0% ± 12.4%

CNN Model – Audio

CNN Model – MFCCs

48.2%

56.3%

53.1%)
CNN Model – Motion

CNN Model –

41.9%

40.5%

Upsampled Motion
CNN Model –

54.4%

Multimodal

52.7%)
Majority Class

43.1%

12.8% ±
63.9%

Random

14.3%

13.6% ±
22.3%

Table 6.5 Classification Results for Top N=5 Predictions for Keyboard Training
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Keyboard Training Top N=1

Top N=5

Baseline Model

CNN Model –
Audio

CNN Model –
MFCCs

CNN Model –
Motion

CNN Model –
Upsampled
Motion
CNN Model –
Multimodal
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Majority Class

Random

Table 6.6 Swarm Plots for Top N=1 and N=5 Predictions for Keyboard Training

Table 6.4 and Figure 6.11 show the results by training and testing on the same keyboard.
The precision and recall are both increase and the variance is decreased compared to not training
per keyboard. Table 6.5 and Figure 6.12 show the results by training and testing on the same
keyboard for the top N=5 predictions. The recall is increased slightly and the precision’s
variance is decreased slightly compared to not training per keyboard. These slight increases may
be amplified even more with more training data.
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Specific Keyboard

Built-in Laptop Keyboard

Overall

Average

Average

Accuracy Recall

Precision

F1 Score

29.0%

15.2%

19.0%

15.7%

(2.8%, 23.1%)

(12.8%, 25.3%)

(4.6%, 23.7%)

12.7%

15.3%

12.5%

(0.1%, 18.4%)

(6.2%, 20.1%)

(0.3%, 18.1%)

6.8%

7.8%

5.7%

(0.0%, 5.1%)

(0.0%, 13.9%)

(0.0%, 7.3%)

37.3%

56.9%

40.9%

(20.7%, 55.6%)

(54.6%, 70.0%)

(30.9%, 57.2%)

33.1%

59.2%

35.9%

(9.9%, 53.4%)

(47.7%, 78.5%)

(16.5%, 51.3%)

24.4%

58.4%

26.6%

(0.7%, 48.8%)

(39.1%, 95.0%)

(1.4%, 47.4%)

Top N=1
Mechanical Keyboard

28.6%

Top N=1
Bluetooth Apple Keyboard

20.1%

Top N=1
Built-in Laptop Keyboard

57.6%

Top N=5
Mechanical Keyboard

55.9%

Top N=5
Bluetooth Apple Keyboard
Top N=5

48.6%

Average

Table 6.7 Results for Specific Keyboard Training for Multimodal Model
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Specific

Top N=1

Top N=5

Keyboard
Built-in Laptop
Keyboard

Mechanical
Keyboard

Bluetooth Apple
Keyboard

Table 6.8 Swarm Plots for Specific Keyboard Training for Multimodal Model

Table 6.7 shows the results for training the multimodal model on each individual
keyboard with top N=1 and N=5 predictions, and Table 6.8 shows the swarm plots. Training on
the built-in laptop produces the best results with 29.0% accuracy, 15.2% average recall, 19.0%
average precision, and 15.7% average F1 score. The mechanical keyboard produced comparable
results at 28.6% accuracy, 12.7% average recall, 15.3% average precision, and 12.5% average F1
score. The Bluetooth-connected Apple keyboard produced the worst results with 20.1%
accuracy, 6.8% average recall, 7.8% average precision, and 5.7% average F1 score.
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Figure 6.13 ROC Curve for Training the Multimodal Model on Specific Keyboards

Figure 6.13 shows the ROC curves for training the multimodal model on each keyboard.
Training and testing the model on just the Built-in Laptop keyboard appears to perform slightly
higher than training and testing on just the Mechanical keyboard. The Bluetooth Apple keyboard
appears to perform quite a bit worse, which is consistent with the previous figures and tables.
This keyboard has a sound dampening stock that likely reduces the amount of transfer vibrations
through the table and keystroke audio emanations that the phones could detect and differentiate.
The Mechanical keyboard produces louder emanations with keypresses which could increase
detection by the phones’ sensors. The slight decrease in results from the Laptop Keyboard could
be explained by not training the model on as much data. There were a total of 65,804 keystrokes
on the Laptop keyboard with only 48,291 keystrokes for the Mechanical keyboard and 48,199
keystrokes on the Bluetooth keyboard as shown in Table 4.7. By training on fewer keystrokes,
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the model may more easily overfit to the training set or otherwise fail to generalize to more
varying test data.
6.3

Position Training Classification Results
The position of the typist on the table may have an effect on the prediction accuracy. If

the model was dependent on the position, that would require gathering training data with people
and phones in that specific position at the table. We attempt to alleviate the need to train per
position by ensuring that the same phone relative to the computer (immediately to the left, across
the table to the right, etc.) provides the same set of features. To test if the model must be trained
per position, we train and test on data from a given position and perform 5-fold cross validation
on participants.
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Classification – Top N=1

Overall

Average

Average

Average

Position Training

Accuracy

Recall

Precision

F1 Score

Baseline Model

2.9%

3.4%

3.5%

1.2%

(0.0%, 0.5%)

(0.0%, 6.3%)

(0.0%, 0.9%)

4.9%

6.2%

3.2%

(0.0%, 0.9%)

(0.0%, 12.3%)

(0.0%, 1.7%)

10.2%

15.4%

9.6%

(0.2%, 14.9%)

(3.1%, 21.9%)

(0.3%, 15.7%)

4.2%

5.1%

3.1%

(0.0%, 1.6%)

(0.0%, 7.5%)

(0.0%, 2.6%)

3.6%

3.1%

2.1%

(0.0%, 0.4%)

(0.0%, 5.3%)

(0.0%, 0.7%)

8.8%

13.6%

8.3%

(0.1%, 10.8%)

(7.2%, 19.5%)

(0.1%, 13.5%)

CNN Model – Audio

CNN Model – MFCCs

CNN Model – Motion

CNN Model –

18.0%

25.5%

15.2%

14.3%

Upsampled Motion
CNN Model –

23.0%

Multimodal
Majority Class

15.7%

0.5% ± 5.3%

3.0% ± 33.6%

0.8% ± 9.0%

Random

2.9%

3.1% ± 6.4%

3.0% ± 0.6%

2.3% ± 2.7%

Table 6.9 Classification Results for Top N=1 Predictions for Position Training
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Classification – Top N=5

Overall

Position Training
Baseline Model

CNN Model – Audio

CNN Model – MFCCs

CNN Model – Motion

CNN Model –

Average

Average

Accuracy Recall

Precision

F1 Score

24.9%

17.3%

46.4%

14.7%

(0.0%, 28.9%)

(0.0%, 88.7%)

(0.0%, 30.5%)

19.4%

64.0%

20.4%

(0.3%, 21.8%)

(30.8%, 98.6%)

(0.6%, 34.8%)

29.4%

63.4%

32.3%

(6.4%, 50.7%)

(48.6%, 85.3%)

(12.0%, 53.8%)

19.4%

56.7%

21.1%

(0.1%, 33.0%)

(39.4%, 93.0%)

(0.2%, 44.8%)

17.1%

56.7%

18.8%

(0.0%, 25.1%)

(0.0%, 99.2%)

(0.0%, 31.8%)

27.7%

58.7%

30.8%

(5.8%, 43.9%)

(47.4%, 79.5%)

(11.0%, 49.5%)

45.8%

54.2%

44.2%

41.6%

Upsampled Motion
CNN Model –

51.5%

Multimodal

Average

Majority Class

43.1%

12.8% ± 63.9%

15.2% ± 70.3%

12.8% ± 63.5%

Random

14.3%

13.6% ± 22.3%

14.3% ± 1.3%

11.0% ± 12.4%

Table 6.10 Classification Results for Top N=5 Predictions for Position Training
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Position Training

Top N=1

Top N=5

Baseline Model

CNN Model –
Audio

CNN Model –
MFCCs

CNN Model –
Motion

CNN Model –
Upsampled
Motion
CNN Model –
Multimodal
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Majority Class

Random

Table 6.11 Swarm Plots for Top N=1 and N=5 Predictions for Position Training

Table 6.9 shows the resulting values for training by position for all the comparison
models using the most confident prediction, Table 6.10 shows the resulting values for training by
position for all the comparison models using the top N=5 most confident predictions, and Table
6.11 shows the swarm plots for all comparison models. Training by the specific seating position
does not appear to increase the results from the general training method, but rather appears to
decrease them slightly. The slight difference could be due to training the model on less data for
each split. In general training, the model trains on all the data from 16 participants, but the
position model only trains on half of the data from 16 participants. In future work, we would like
to test the generalizability of table position by including combinations of all eight phones to see
if the model can train on some and predict on the others.
6.4

Typist Cluster Training Classification Results
Every individual has a unique typing style [39]. We want to detect typing information as

best we can, but we should never train the model on a given user, then test on typing data of the
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same user. Training the model on a specific user and testing on that same user assumes that we
have the ability to gather labeled training data ahead of time. This would imply that a target user
has previously gone through the data collection methods described in this thesis. We are creating
a generalized model, so we do not create personalized models per typist.

Figure 6.14 Typist Clusters (repeated from CHAPTER 4)

More realistically, we can cluster users based on their typing style. Based on the typing
statistics analyzed in CHAPTER 4, we were able to cluster users into multiple typing style
groups shown in Figure 6.14. We cluster typists by using a K-means clustering algorithm on the
medians of the time-between keystrokes. These times help determine how fast someone types to
generally consider typing style. By training on typists with similar typing styles as the target
typist, the model may be able to learn more relevant information.
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Classification – Top N=1 Overall

Average

Average

Average

Typist Cluster Training

Accuracy

Recall

Precision

F1 Score

Baseline Model

2.7%

3.1%

2.2%

1.2%

(0.0%, 0.9%)

(0.0%, 3.5%)

(0.0%, 1.2%)

4.0%

5.7%

2.4%

(0.0%, 0.8%)

(0.0%, 8.9%)

(0.0%, 1.4%)

7.1%

9.4%

6.3%

(0.1%, 8.2%)

(4.3%, 12.6%)

(0.2%, 9.3%)

3.6%

5.1%

2.9%

(0.0%, 2.3%)

(1.1%, 5.8%)

(0.0%, 3.1%)

3.5%

3.4%

2.9%

(0.1%, 2.9%)

(1.1%, 4.8%)

(0.2%, 3.6%)

7.1%

9.4%

6.5%

(0.1%, 9.3%)

(4.2%, 11.7%)

(0.2%, 10.2%)

CNN Model – Audio

CNN Model – MFCCs

CNN Model – Motion

CNN Model –

15.9%

19.4%

12.2%

10.9%

Upsampled Motion
CNN Model –

18.7%

Multimodal
Majority Class

15.7%

0.5% ± 5.3%

3.0% ± 33.6%

0.8% ± 9.0%

Random

2.9%

3.1% ± 6.4%

3.0% ± 0.6%

2.3% ± 2.7%

Table 6.12 Classification Results for Top N=1 Predictions for Typist Cluster Training
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Classification – Top N=5 Overall

Average

Average

Average

Typist Cluster Training

Accuracy

Recall

Precision

F1 Score

Baseline Model

22.8%

16.6%

43.6%

14.4%

(0.0%, 29.0%)

(0.0%, 72.7%)

(0.0%, 32.0%)

17.5%

58.2%

18.0%

(0.0%, 18.4%)

(29.3%, 92.8%) (0.0%, 30.8%)

23.1%

48.8%

(2.3%, 40.4%)

(40.5%, 70.3%) (4.5%, 41.9%)

17.0%

35.7%

(0.8%, 33.9%)

(17.3%, 53.0%) (1.6%, 33.9%)

16.5%

25.7%

(1.4%, 27.5%)

(13.6%, 37.8%) (2.6%, 25.3%)

24.2%

50.3%

(3.8%, 44.6%)

(36.3%, 72.3%) (7.3%, 44.4%)

CNN Model – Audio

CNN Model – MFCCs

CNN Model – Motion

CNN Model –

43.2%

46.5%

37.9%

35.4%

Upsampled Motion
CNN Model –

45.1%

Multimodal

24.2%

17.8%

17.3%

26.0%

Majority Class

43.1%

12.8% ± 63.9%

15.2% ± 70.3%

12.8% ± 63.5%

Random

14.3%

13.6% ± 22.3%

14.3% ± 1.3%

11.0% ± 12.4%

Table 6.13 Classification Results for Top N=5 Predictions for Typist Cluster Training
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Typist Cluster

Top N=1

Top N=5

Training
Baseline Model

CNN Model –
Audio

CNN Model –
MFCCs

CNN Model –
Motion

CNN Model –
Upsampled
Motion
CNN Model –
Multimodal
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Majority Class

Random

Table 6.14 Swarm Plots for Top N=1 and N=5 Predictions for Typist Cluster Training

Table 6.12 shows the overall accuracy, average recall, average precision, and average F1
score for each comparison model using the top N=1 predictions. Table 6.13 shows the overall
accuracy, average recall, average precision, and average F1 score for each comparison model
using the top N=5 predictions. Table 6.14 shows the swarm plots for the top N=1 and top N=5
predictions for each comparison model. This training did not improve the results but actually had
the reverse effect. This decline in results could be caused by training on much less data. Instead
of training on data from 16 participants, the model trains on an average of 4 participants per
training split. The lack of data and diversity in data likely made it difficult for the model to learn.
The primary motivation for using typist clusters is to take advantage of the individual’s
typing styles. Since our model only considers typing acoustics (meaning the signals and
frequencies from the sensor data), there appears to be no correlation between these typing
acoustics and typist clusters split based on time-between keystrokes. In future work, the
segmentation model may be able to learn the time between keystrokes and feed the values back
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into the network for classification. It remains unclear whether training the model on typist
clusters in this way is effective.
6.5

Classification Results Summary
Overall, the multimodal convolutional neural network (CNN) model and the MFCC CNN

model performed the best. The results can be improved slightly when training and testing on
either the Built-in Laptop keyboard or the Mechanical keyboard. Training by position did not
seem to have much of an effect on the results, which means the model is not dependent on
training for a particular table setup. Training by typist clusters diminished the results using only
typing acoustics, but it remains unclear whether feeding back contextual information could
improve difference in results. In this section, we directly compare the best models from each
training set to realize a quantifiable comparison.
We compare the best of the different models and training methods using ROC curves.
The area under the ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve represents the probability that a
randomly chosen sample is correctly classified [40]. A larger area under the curve represents an
increase in performance. The curve of a random classifier would be expected to have a slope of
1, indicating that the model did not learn.
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Figure 6.15 ROC Curve of Multimodal Inputs for Multiple Training Methods

Figure 6.15 shows the ROC curves for the Multimodal model for the general training,
keyboard training, position training, and the typist cluster training techniques. This figure
illustrates how the Random Forest model appears to perform significantly worse than any of the
deep learning model training sets. Training and testing on only the Built-in Laptop keyboard
visually appears to perform the best. Training by position and training by keyboard appear to
perform slightly worse than the general training model, and training by typist cluster appears to
perform quite worse.
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Figure 6.16 ROC Curves for MFCC Inputs for Multiple Training Methods

Figure 6.16 shows the ROC curves for the MFCC Input model for the general training,
keyboard training, position training, and the typist cluster training techniques. Training and
testing on only the Built-in Laptop keyboard visually appears to perform the best again. There is
no visible difference between general training and training by keyboard, but training by position
appears to perform slightly worse than the general training and training by typist cluster appears
to perform quite worse.
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Figure 6.17 ROC Curves for Best from MFCC and Multimodal Models

Figure 6.17 shows the ROC curves for the best ROC curve from the Multimodal model
and the best ROC curve from the MFCC input model. Both of these curves train and test on the
Built-in Laptop keyboard. The MFCC input model appears to perform slightly higher than the
Multimodal model. Even though the Multimodal model uses MFCC inputs, the model must be
confused by the other inputs at times. Additional training time could reduce this confusion and
increase results.
6.6

Segmentation Feasibility
Before a model can realistically perform classification, the model must know when

keystrokes occur. We propose a model that uses the same architecture as the classification model
but outputs only two classes: Key-Down or Not-A-Key. In order to evaluate how well this model
performs, we show the true positive rate and the true negative rate for predicting keystrokes. We
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note that this is not the optimal metric for understanding realistic usability of segmentation.
Optimally, we could show the number of false positives for keystrokes occurred over a
continuous time range of typing data. Since we do not train or test on completely continuous
data, obtaining this kind of metric proves difficult to quantify. Instead we show how well the
models could work compared to each other using the segmentation preparation described in
CHAPTER 5.
Segmentation Feasibility

True Positive Rate

True Negative Rate

CNN Model – Audio

71.3%

72.8%

(64.2% - 77.1%)

(68.8% - 76.2%)

66.6%

78.4%

(0.0% - 87.6%)

(70.8% - 100%)

83.7%

73.5%

(79.3% - 87.8%)

(71.8% - 78.3%)

85.5%

69.4%

(80.3% - 89.1%)

(65.0% - 73.4%)

84.6%

78.0%

(80.1% - 91.5%)

(72.5% - 82.8%)

50.0%

50.0%

CNN Model – MFCCs

CNN Model – Motion

CNN Model – Upsampled Motion

CNN Model – Multimodal

Random
Table 6.15 Segmentation Feasibility Results

Table 6.15 shows the true positive rate (also known as recall or sensitivity) and the true
negative rate (also known as specificity) for correctly segmenting keystrokes in the test data. We
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use 5-fold cross-validation on participants, just like the general training for classification. Each
value in the table also shows the range of the results from each cross-validation split. The motion
data and upsampled motion data seem to outperform audio and MFCC data for segmentation.
We believe the model learned how to detect motion energy transferred through the table during
typing. Although the model performed worse using motion data for classification, it proves
useful for segmentation. The lower sample rate of motion data likely limits the amount of class
characterization. The MFCC prediction has a wide range because in one of the five splits, the
model predicted Not-A-Key for every prediction, indicating that the model did not learn.
Although the raw audio underperformed MFCCs in classification, it appears to perform equally
or slightly higher than the MFCCs for segmentation.
The multimodal model provided the best combination of true positive rate and true
negative rate for segmentation. This indicates that where the model using only MFCCs did not
learn for certain data, the model used raw audio, raw motion, and upsampled motion together to
segment these characters.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
During the course of this thesis work, we investigated the realistic possibility of
understanding natural keyboard typing using audio and motion sensor data from mobile devices.
Audio data is known to perform well at speech detection, but we wanted to determine if audio
and motion data can detect seemingly impossible information from typing data.
Overall, the MFCC input mode appears to perform the highest. With better preprocessing
and more training and data, the other input modes could perform better, but the exact methods
remain an open research topic. The Multimodal model performed about the same as the MFCCs,
but with more tuning and training, the multimodal model could possibly achieve better results
with the added advantage of motion information. A convolutional neural network using audio
data can classify keystrokes fairly well even in the presence of noise. These results can also be
achieved without specialized training in terms of typist, location, or keyboard category. Although
training and testing on keystrokes typed only on the Built-in Laptop keyboard increased results
slightly. Using motion data to achieve good results on natural keyboard typing remains an open
research problem due to inconclusive results in this study. Based on the top N=5 classification
results, post-processing algorithms can potentially correct mistakes and improve results. Tuning
hyper-parameters and adjusting the model design can also improve results.
Through investigating the security of someone’s keyboard typing, we determined a
number of factors present in determining the model’s prediction capabilities. We found that
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significant audio noise through speaking is not enough to completely reduce the model’s
prediction capability. In general, the more data the model trains on, the higher it performs
because it learns unique characteristics and ignores noise. Keyboards with sound-dampening
reduce the prediction results, indicating security measures using sound reduction may be
promising in mitigating risk.
In addition to factors investigated in this thesis, we believe there are a number of methods
that could be used to mitigate risk. For example, certain keyboard types may obfuscate keystroke
emanations by making all the keystrokes sound very similar, including the larger keys. Similar
keystroke emanations coupled with sound dampening may reduce the prediction capability by
lowering the magnitude and differentiability of vibrations. Certain table materials may also be
able to reduce vibrations, and a noise machine could be used to generate very loud audio noise to
obscure keystroke sounds and vibrations. Another defense measure could be typing in a nontraditional manner, such as keeping an external keyboard on the lap of the typist and typing
softly with only a couple fingers. These variations in typing style may obstruct prediction
capability and eliminate the motion data risk. The specific defense measures that should be used
to protect keyboard typing remain an open research topic.
7.1

Limitations
Some factors were not controlled or modified in our data collection and they may limit

the probability of the results being transferable to different contextual setups. It remains unclear
whether our results are transferable to another environment with a different type of table, room,
or ambiance than that of the experimentation location. This limitation can be overcome by
controlling for multiple rooms and multiple types of tables in data collection. Additionally, we
used three different phone models (iPhone 5s, iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus) in the different locations,
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which may affect the quality of the signals recorded. This limitation can be overcome by using
many different combinations of phone models, including Android phones. This limitation could
also be proven negligible with an experiment that compared the sensor fidelity between phones.
This thesis is also limited by the specific device positions and orientations used in the data
collection. In realistic scenarios, not all phones are placed on the table and the ones that are
placed on the table are not necessarily in the exact orientation (i.e. face-up with the bottom part
of the phone closest to the seat) used in this experiment. It is unclear whether the methods used
in this study could be transferred to these scenarios with similar results.
Although MFCCs performed the best in this study, they are optimized for differentiating
frequencies that humans can differentiate. This method may not be optimal for differentiating
between keystroke emanations, which have a different frequency range than speech. We intend
to use the FFT features as inputs to the deep convolutional neural network to automatically learn
the frequency relationships for certain classes. We did not use FFT features for this study
because the model took considerable time to train due to the number of trainable parameters
generated by these features. However, the FFT features could prove more effective in identifying
characteristic differences between keystroke classes by using higher granularity in frequency
analysis.
In conclusion, we see a number of exciting research directions enabled by the capability
of mobile sensor data to predict natural keyboard typing with the help of convolutional neural
networks.
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